Adrienne Slaughter

Speaks With A Smile
Adrienne Slaughter, awarded Speaker of the Year from
United Way, has been inspiring audiences nation-wide
since she was a teenager. After losing her leg to bone
cancer at the age of 14, this ranked athlete went on to
play tennis again, rock climb, model, and ski on one leg!
Facing breast cancer in 2009, she, with a “never-ending
smile”, leads an active, positive life today, enthusing
audiences, professionally inspiring all listeners – like you!

Topics Of Discussion
INSPIRATION

- Stepping onto stage, Adrienne radiates self-confidence and immediately inspires with her

skilled use of an above knee prosthetic leg. She reminds the listeners to have confidence in their abilities, to
“do it”, even if the steps are small. As a childhood bone cancer survivor against all odds & then diagnosed with
breast cancer in 2009, Adrienne speaks and inspires with her love of life today.

SPORTS & STAYING ACTIVE

- Adrienne achieved “unheard of” quick recovery from amputation due

to her tiptop physical shape. In great shape today, she exemplifies how athleticism facilitates better weight
management, builds self-confidence and is just plain fun. As she snow skis on 1 leg, rock climbs and dances a
“funky jig”, everyone can stay active!

SMILING AFTER ADVERSITY

- Adrienne stresses the importance of smiles. She shares the many

positives that happened after her cancer experiences and the bright ones that continue to occur. As Adrienne
had only 1% chance of survival back in 1981, she reminds audiences why she “speaks with a smile”.

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

- Adrienne says it simply, “Being healthy prolongs life”. And she points out additional

reasons - weight maintenance, self-assurance, more attractive appearance, to name a few. Adrienne
emphasizes that it’s not difficult to add a few more active habits daily – and she shares useful examples that
have helped her, like taking the stairs rather than the elevator and drinking a glass of water with each meal.

Book Adrienne Today!
310 940 9200
adrienne@adriennespeaking.com

#SpeaksWithASmile
adriennespeaking.com

